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Integra         Integrated damping for Optima hinge range            

Integra is the new generation of damped hinge with 
damping integrated into the arm. Discrete and very 
efficient, the technology allows slow and controlled 
closing of the door without the need to add the function 
neither on the box, nor onto the arm nor onto the 
cabinet. The product was developed to fit perfectly well 
into the design language of the top of the range hinge 
Optima. With a very minimal difference in width needed 
to host the damper, Integra is the ideal complement to 
the Optima range. Existing in the three major cranks, it 
benefits from the already existing damping solutions on 
special angles and corner applications in the Optima 
program.

Many advantages:
■  Top of the range product fitting optically into                

the Optima range and allowing cost effective door 
dampening in that combination

■  Standard drilling depth allows use from 16mm door 
thickness upward

■  Safe-Click rapid fixing technology for easy and secure 
assembly of multiple hinge doors

■  Integra mounting plate series with curved bed for 
passage of the damper compatible with Optima

■  With double body mounting plate, One-Step 
adjustment in all three directions

■  Low profile arm perfect for applications with English 
drawers or internal mechanisms 

■  Benefits from new cover cap with low volume set           
up for customisation

Integra hinges are state-of-the art solutions with specially 
developed damping pistons to ensure a strong damping 
effect without rebound. Unlike some cup based solutions 
on the market, they fit into standard low thickness 
panels. Working in a very large range of temperatures, 
Integra and Optima in combination are giving the 
possibility to adapt the damping force to every door size 
or weight without fiddly adjustment. 
With new design cover caps on arm and cup, Integra 
is an elegant eye-catcher who confers the right look to 
every cabinet in kitchen and in all furniture. 
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